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ABSTRACT

1

As computing students progress through their studies they become
proficient with multiple programming languages. Prior work investigating language transitions for novices has tended to analyze
program artifacts rather than explore the benefits and difficulties as
perceived by students in their own words, and has often overlooked
problems that may arise in switching paradigms or where familiar
syntax has a different meaning in the new language. In this paper,
we ask students to reflect on the transition from an interpreted
language and environment (MATLAB) to a compiled language (C),
prompting comments on the aspects of learning the new language
that they found both easier and harder. Analysis of over 70,000
words written by 771 students revealed that the highest-performing
students expressed more negative sentiments towards the language
transition – a surprising result that we hypothesize is explained
by their generally stronger metacognitive skills. We also report
the most common difficulties described by students, which include
challenges with syntax, error messages, and the process of compilation, and suggest teaching practices that might help students as
they transition to a new programming language.

Over the course of a typical undergraduate computing degree,
students take a variety of courses in which they are expected to
write programs in multiple different languages. Computing students therefore transition from one language to another several
times during the course of their studies, each time building on
the knowledge and concepts they have developed in earlier languages. Some students may view these transitions positively, as
building competence in multiple languages contributes to their
growing identity as computing professionals [30]. Other students
may take a more negative view, finding the transitions difficult
and bothersome, preferring to rely on their existing and familiar
programming knowledge. Understanding how students perceive
learning new languages is important, given the strong connections
between emotion, self-efficacy and performance [15, 20, 25].
Although conventional wisdom states that learning a new programming language is easier after a first language is mastered [41],
in practice such learning transfer may not be straightforward. When
two languages use the same syntax for a particular concept, but have
different semantics, this can interfere with learning [39]. Transitioning from a block-based to a text-based environment involves unique
challenges [28], and demands appropriate support, compared to
transitioning between procedural or object-oriented languages [29].
Explicit instruction supporting the learning of a new language
can be effective, but requires a good understanding of the difficulties that students encounter for their particular language transition [17, 40]. Much of the prior work exploring these challenges has
derived insights from programming artifacts or researcher-created
instruments, rather than from the student voice.
In this work, we explore how students perceive the transition
from an interpreted language (MATLAB) to a compiled language
(C), and what difficulties they encounter. We seek to answer:
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INTRODUCTION

RQ1. What barriers do novice programmers face when beginning
the transition to a new programming language?
RQ2. To what extent do novice programmers enjoy or dislike learning a new programming language, and how does this sentiment relate to their performance?

2

RELATED WORK

The process of learning an additional programming language has
been a topic of interest in the computing education community for

decades. In 1970, researchers and teachers were already thinking
about which language was best as a first language to make learning additional languages easier [23]. By 1990, it was well known
that both novices and seasoned professionals can struggle with
the transfer of knowledge from one language to another [35, 36].
Even moving from the procedural to the object-oriented version of
the same language can be difficult [29]. Recent data-mining from
resources like StackOverflow show that this is still a concern [37].
Transfer from block-based languages. A popular move in linguistic transfer of programming languages is to first use block-based
languages like Alice or Scratch to teach concepts that can then
be transferred. Students who first learn block-based programming
often need less time to learn concepts in new languages [2]. However, there is evidence that this transfer should be explicitly taught.
Powers et al. found students struggled to switch from Alice to a textbased language without support [31], whereas a specific pedagogy
for the transfer developed by Dann et al. proved successful [8].
Yet block-based environments are not without their shortcomings. Moors et al. discuss their significant weaknesses as a way of
transitioning into text-based languages, such as their focus on animation and multimedia that is typically lacking in their text-based
counterparts [28]. Weintrop and Wilensky found no automatic benefit in starting with a block-based language and then transitioning to
a text-based one [42]. They argue that there is a need for educators
and tool designers to work to help facilitate this transition.
Tools to help mediate the transition. Researchers and teachers have
been creating tools to help students move from one language to the
next for decades. In 1996, Fix and Wiedenbeck presented ADAPT, a
tool which helped students who already knew one language transition to Ada [13]. More recently, Hundhausen et al. found a positive
transfer effect with their tool, ALVIS Live, in which users fill in
dialog boxes and directly manipulate program data [19]. Holvitie et
al. built ViLLE to assist students transitioning from Python to Java
[17], reporting that student outcomes improved when it was used.
Still others have shared their tools without empirical evidence, but
report student experiences were positive [21, 22], or had inconclusive results [7]. Overall these reports seem to indicate that students
who have learned a first language may benefit from some kind of
assistance, either through a tool or from a teacher, when applying
what they have learned to a new language.
Metacognition and learning a second programming language. Most
studies to date have not been deeply theoretically motivated and
those that have focus on theories such as mediated learning [8].
Very recent work has sought to understand this process from the
perspective of natural language acquisition [39, 40]. In this paper,
we utilize Winne & Hadwin’s model of self-regulated learning, a
theory of metacognition, as an explanatory model that makes sense
of previous work as well as the results of our own study [43]. Recent
work has shown an increased interest in utilizing metacognitive
theory in computing education [32]. To our knowledge, this is
the first study in computing education to utilize this particular
metacognitive model.
Winne & Hadwin’s model is useful here because it splits Bandura’s [3] forethought phase into two parts: task definition and goal

setting/planning [43]. The other two phases are enacting strategies and metacognitive adaptation (i.e. self-reflection). This model
treats information from internal and external sources as a feedback
loop between the current state and the goal state [32]. Each phase
includes five components: conditions, operations, products, evaluations, and standards. Learning a new programming language fits
into this model quite well and can explain much of the learning
difficulties presented by prior research.
Previous work has shown that even experienced programmers
need help in adapting their high-level plans (i.e. goal setting) to
the new language [36]. Those who are only familiar with a single
programming paradigm sometimes draw incorrect parallels (i.e.
task setting) when trying to transfer what they know to a different
paradigm, such as procedural to OO [29]. Even within the same paradigm, programmers make failed attempts to relate a new language
with what they already know, mixing up syntax and concepts [37].
Walker and Schach found that students learning Ada as their
second language primarily exhibited two types of undesirable behavior [41]. The first was using non-Ada constructs instead of
learning how to use the features of Ada, i.e. students were programming in Ada as if it were the language with which they were
already familiar. This would mean they weren’t understanding the
underlying constructs of the language and therefore could not take
advantage of its unique features. In Winne & Hadwin’s model,
this would fall into a failure of enacting the correct strategies. The
second undesirable behavior the researchers noted was that students would attempt to use Ada constructs, but then when those
didn’t work as expected the students would remove them and fall
back on non-Ada-specific (i.e. generic) constructs. This would mean
students identified the correct goal, enacted the correct strategies,
but short-circuited the feedback loop with incorrect metacognitive
adaptation when comparing their own evaluation to the standard.
We believe that a theory of metacognition is best equipped to
explain why students struggle with learning a new programming
language and to help us better understand these difficulties.

3

METHODS

In this study, we explore the written reflections of first-year engineering students at the University of Auckland, a large public
research university in New Zealand. All engineering students at this
institution take a compulsory introductory programming course
which covers two languages, MATLAB and C, taught in consecutive
6-week modules. In 2020, when we conducted this study, 1,030 students were enrolled in the course. Students were invited to respond
to an ungraded prompt during the first week of the second module,
at which time they were switching to the C programming language.
The data we present here is based on the reflections provided by
771 students who responded to this prompt.

3.1

Course context & data

3.1.1 MATLAB. The first module of the course introduces students
to MATLAB, which offers a fully-featured integrated development
environment. MATLAB is dynamically typed, such that the programmer does not explicitly define types for variables, and is an
interpreted language as scripts are executed within the MATLAB
environment without a compilation step. In the first module of the

course, students learn concepts typical of a CS1 course including
variables, arithmetic, arrays (vectors), functions, flow of control
and basic algorithms, and MATLAB-specific topics such as 2D and
3D plotting and standard matrix operations.
3.1.2 C. After completing the MATLAB programming module,
and after a two-week mid-semester break, students are introduced
to the C programming language. In comparison to MATLAB, C is
statically typed as variable types are specified by the programmer
and checked by the compiler prior to execution. In the later weeks of
this module students are introduced to an integrated environment
(Microsoft’s Visual Studio). However during the first week of the
transition – when students wrote their reflections for this study
– they edited their source code using a text-editor and compiled
using command-line tools.
3.1.3 Reflective prompt. During the first week of the C programming module, students were invited to respond to a prompt that
asked them to reflect on their experience transitioning from MATLAB to C. The full wording of the prompt is shown in Figure 1.
Responding to the prompt was an optional, ungraded task.
3.1.4 Performance data. Graded activities in the course include
weekly labs, one programming project and one test for each module,
and a final exam. As a result of on-campus restrictions during
2020, only two assessments were held in-person and invigilated
(proctored). These two invigilated assessments were the test for the
C module and the final exam. Our interest is understanding how
student perceptions of the transition to the C language relate to
their subsequent performance in the C module of the course. To
measure performance in the C module, we combine the weekly lab
scores, the programming project, and the invigilated test and exam
scores for this module. The invigilated scores are weighted more
highly, consistent with the grading approach used in the course.
You have been learning MATLAB for 6 weeks now, and have just begun
to learn the C programming language. You will notice some things are
different, and some are similar. You may find it easier to learn another
language, given that you already understand basic programming principles, or you may find it harder because some things work differently to
what you are used to. Everyone will experience this differently.
Write a short reflective piece (anywhere from several sentences to several
paragraphs) in your own words, that describes how you have found this
transition to learning a new language. What are you finding easier, and
what are you finding harder about learning C compared to MATLAB?

Figure 1: Reflective prompt shown to students.

3.2

Thematic analysis

The student responses were analyzed using a grounded theory approach [14]. One author independently performed an open coding
of 119 student responses until saturation was reached, at which
point no new codes emerged from the data. Responses were examined in a random order during this initial phase. Two different
authors then coded a small random subset (30) of these responses
using the codebook produced by the initial author. The three authors then met to discuss the coding, and finalise the descriptors

and examples associated with each code. Although our main interest, with respect to RQ1, was to understand the difficulties that
students faced during the transition, students were prompted to
comment on all aspects of the transition and our thematic analysis
captured both positive and negative statements.
The final version of the codebook consisted of 22 codes, which
were organised into four categories: ‘difficulty’, ‘prior knowledge’,
‘language aspects’ and ‘tools/environment’. A total of nine codes
captured responses about the relative difficulty of the MATLAB
and C languages, and students’ perceptions of the transition. Three
codes were used to classify statements regarding the benefits and
drawbacks of prior knowledge, and any languages explicitly mentioned for which students had prior experience were recorded. Six
codes captured language aspects, including similarities and differences in syntax and conceptual understanding, as well as statements
about the transition to a statically typed and compiled language. Finally, four codes were used to classify responses relating to setting
up tools and changing to a new programming environment.
Once the codebook was finalised, all three authors independently
coded 146 randomly selected student responses (representing 20%
of the dataset). In all cases where one coder differed from the other
two, they reviewed their decision to ensure it was not the result of
a data entry error or trivial oversight. After elimination of trivial
errors the raters achieved 84% unanimous agreement across all
535 codes assigned to the 146 statements, yielding a Bray–Curtis
dissimilarity score ranging from 0.03 to 0.04 for all rater-pairs. Final
consensus was then achieved when two or three raters agreed on a
code, resulting in a total of 477 codes assigned across all 146 student
responses. The most commonly occurring individual codes were
identified, and an axial coding step involving a discussion between
all three coders was used to make connections between codes and
identify the primary themes which we report in Section 4.1.

3.3

Sentiment analysis

To measure the sentiment of the students’ reflections, we used a
deep learning model for sentiment analysis that is provided as part
of the Stanford CoreNLP natural language processing library [26].
The provided model has been trained on the Stanford Sentiment
Treebank, a corpus of fully labelled parse trees extracted from movie
reviews and consisting of more than 200,000 unique phrases [38].
The code and documented examples of use are available on the
Stanford NLP website1 .
The model takes, as input, a section of text and classifies each
sentence in the text as having either a negative, neutral or positive
tone. To illustrate, a three-sentence reflection provided by one of
the students in our study was classified by the model as follows:
• Sentence 1: “Similar things are the basics such as inputting
variables and using different math functions to solve them” =>
Neutral
• Sentence 2: “However, the syntax is quite different in how you
would write the code, so that may take a bit of getting used to
I believe” => Negative
• Sentence 3: “Even though this has just started, I’m quite enjoying learning a new language and expanding my language pool,
so I’m excited to see what else we will learn!” => Positive
1 https://nlp.stanford.edu/sentiment/code.html

For a given student, the sentiment analysis produces the number
of sentences in the response they provided that had a positive,
neutral and negative tone. The overall sentiment for a student was
computed as the number of negative statements subtracted from
the number of positive statements. In the example shown above, the
student has expressed an overall sentiment of 0 (with one positive
and one negative classified statement). Our hypothesis was that a
positive relationship would exist between overall sentiment and
subsequent performance. That is, students who provided reflections
using more positively toned statements would be more likely to
achieve higher scores in the C module.

3.4

Metacognitive analysis

An NLP method was used to measure metacognition in the student
reflections, because sentiment alone has a complex relationship
with learning. In some cases, negative sentiment can be positively
related to learning especially where students experience challenges
that they are able to overcome or desirable difficulties [5]. Conversely, difficulties that are not resolved may negatively impact
learning [11].
The NLP method we applied [6, 18] detects metacognitive phrases
that start with a first-person pronoun (e.g., I, me), end with a
metacognitive indicator word (e.g., know, thought), and may have
additional words between the two. For example, in Sentence 2
above, which was flagged by the sentiment analysis as negative,
the metacognition detection method flagged the phrase “I believe”
as metacognitive.

4

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

Our findings are organised in two sections. The first section, which
addresses RQ1, presents the results of our thematic analysis involving approximately 20% of the reflection statements in our dataset.
We primarily focus on the difficulties described, as these may suggest areas in which we can provide better support to students in the
future. We also report the main themes that reflect positive feedback from the students. The second section, which addresses RQ2,
explores the sentiment and use of metacognitive phrases in student
responses and investigates how this relates to their subsequent
performance in the course when using the new language.
Table 1: The five most frequent codes corresponding to difficulties faced by students transitioning from MATLAB to C.
%
31.5
24.7
18.5
17.8
13.0

4.1

Code

Descriptor (abridged)

Syntax_Differences
Type_System
Interpreted/Compiled
IDE/Environment
Errors/Debugging

explicit mention of different syntax
difficulty with typing / variable types
manual compilation and execution
challenges related to new environment
problematic error messages, debugging

Themes emerging from reflections

Recall that students were asked to describe their experience of the
transition, and were explicitly prompted to state what they were
finding easier and harder about learning the new language. Half of
the students (51%) made some mention of the fact that having prior

knowledge of programming helped in their transition. This was, in
fact, the most frequently coded type of statement in the dataset,
across all 22 codes that were used. For most students, their prior
experience with MATLAB was implicit in this type of response,
however around 15% of the responses in our sample explicitly listed
other languages. Searching for any occurrence of languages listed in
the full dataset of 771 responses, students indicated prior experience
with Python (70), C++ (20), Scratch (10), and Javascript and HTML
(both with 9 mentions).
We now present the main challenges that students wrote about
in their reflections. Table 1 lists the five most frequent codes that
correspond to difficulties encountered during the transition. The
frequency of each code is given, alongside the descriptor (which is
abridged for space reasons).
4.1.1 Syntax challenges. Differences in the syntax between MATLAB and C were mentioned by one-third of the students (31.5%),
making it the most frequently cited challenge. Familiarity with
syntax is developed through practice over time, and this may be a
particular challenge in courses where students are expected to learn
two languages during a single term. Statements representative of
the challenge of transitioning to the new syntax include:
• “The difficult part for me is getting used to the new C language
and syntax.”
• “It will take a bit of time to get used to adding semicolons at
the end of every line, as well as some of the other little things
that need to be added”
Difficulty with syntax is a widely known challenge for novice
programmers [1, 9, 34], and we find evidence here that it remains a
major hurdle for students when learning a subsequent language.
Deliberate practice of syntax may therefore be beneficial for some
students, and has been the focus of recent work [24]. For example,
Edwards et al. found that over a period of five weeks, as little as 25
minutes per week of syntax practice resulted in higher exam scores
and lower course attrition rates [12].
4.1.2 Static typing and the compilation process. The next two most
common difficulties were related to the transition to a compiled language, and in particular the static type checking that is performed
by the C compiler. More than 40% of students mentioned difficulties
relating to either types or the process of compilation. In contrast
to MATLAB’s dynamic typing, students found the need to declare
variable types in C particularly problematic.
• “The variable system feels overly complicated compared to
MATLAB”
• “I think the hardest part is to identify and classify the type of
variables. Compare with MATLAB, the type of variable create
many unnecessary trouble”
When writing their reflections, during the first week of learning
C, the benefits of static typing may not have been clear to students
given the relatively simple, and short, programs they were writing at
the time. For larger software systems, there is compelling empirical
evidence that static type checking improves maintainability and
debugging time [16]. Indeed, the few students who had entered
the course with prior experience using statically typed languages
preferred static type checking and explicitly noted the benefits:

• “I prefer C to MATLAB because of the static typing system that
I am accustomed to from learning C++ and other statically
typed languages. I disliked MATLABs approach as it can be
harder to find bugs and MATLAB will generally try and make
things work, often resulting in it doing something unintended.”
• “I already knew C before taking the course, so it’s been much
more straightforward for me than MATLAB. I prefer the more
structured nature of C, with explicit declarations and compile
time checking for typos in variable names and type checking.”
Using a command-line compiler was also a challenge for many
students. They noted the additional burden of having to manually
compile their programs before execution.
• “For C, needing to compile the code and then executing it in
Developer Command Prompt is a lot more time consuming
than being able to run the code straight away like MATLAB”
• “The thing I found most difficult was getting the hang of the
command prompt in order to compile, as previously the software would automatically compile for me”
4.1.3 Debugging and error messages. The difficulty of locating and
fixing bugs was a common challenge. This appeared to be a combination of the cryptic and unhelpful messages produced by the
C compiler, as well as observations that the MATLAB environment provided more accurate information regarding the location
of errors.
• “learning C is definitely more difficult as it is much harder
to find errors as opposed to MATLAB which provides detailed
information on where your code is wrong”
• “The only difficulty i’ve had is reading and understanding error
messages”
Again, there is much prior literature documenting the challenges
faced by novices in understanding compiler error messages [4]. In
our case, the problem may have been exacerbated by the more
pleasant experience students had when working in the MATLAB
environment. Certainly, locating an error in a source file using the
feedback from a command line compiler is less straightforward
than having the line automatically highlighted in the environment.
Students may have reported fewer difficulties with error messages
and debugging had the language transition been in the opposite
direction, from C to MATLAB.
Providing direct instruction to help students become familiar
with the new error messages may be helpful, and could be combined
with the syntax practice activities recommended earlier. In situations where students are using online programming tools, another
approach may be to adapt the presentation of error messages as familiarity develops – that is, present more understandable messages
earlier, and remove this scaffolding over time. Such approaches to
error message enhancement have proven effective in practice [10].
4.1.4 The benefits of prior knowledge. Despite the many challenges
students reported in transitioning to C, and the fact that many
more students stated learning C (32%) was harder than learning
MATLAB (8.2%), in general they were overwhelmingly positive
towards the benefits that prior programming knowledge offered
in easing the transition. More than half of the student responses
explicitly stated that having prior knowledge helped (51%), whereas

very few stated that this prior knowledge hindered their learning
of the new language (2.1%).
• “I am finding C slightly easier (so far) compared to Matlab
since I am more familiar with the key principles whereas for
MATLAB everything was completely new”
• “I have found the transition relatively easy now understanding
some basic programming principles.”
The prevalance of this code may have been influenced by the
wording of the prompt (see Figure 1) which included both a positive
and negative example of how prior knowledge may help or hinder.
In addition, students were asked to write their reflections during
the first week of learning C, at which point they had encountered
only a small subset of the syntax and concepts taught in the 6-week
module. Many of the initial topics – such as assignment to variables
and arithmetic – use a similar syntax and thus may provide few
conceptual challenges following the 6 week MATLAB module. Prior
experience is more problematic when the same syntax has different
semantics in the two languages – what Tshukudu et al. refer to
as ‘false carryover constructs’ [39]. It is possible that students in
our course may have had a different view of their prior knowledge
once they encountered such constructs. An example is C’s 0-based
indexing, which differs from MATLAB’s 1-based indexing, and is
known to contribute to the high frequency of off-by-one errors
encountered by novices in introductory courses [27, 33].

4.2

Sentiment, metacognition & performance

We expected that students who wrote more positively toned statements in response to the language transition prompt would be more
likely to perform well in the subsequent course activities that used
the new language. For the purpose of our analysis, we organise
students into quartiles by defining score ranges that divide the
students into four groups that are as evenly-sized as possible. Table
2 shows the score ranges for each quartile along with the length of
the responses produced by all students in a quartile, and the results
of the sentiment and metacognitive analyses.
Table 2: The total length (in characters) of written responses,
the number of positive (Pos), neutral (Neu) and negative
(Neg) statements and the number of metacognitive (MC)
statements, organised by quartile (Q).
Q

𝑛

Scores

Length

Pos

Neu

Neg

MC

𝑄1
𝑄2
𝑄3
𝑄4

191
190
192
198

93.0-100.0
86.4-92.9
75.2-86.3
0-75.1

106,396
87,737
82,794
73,102

188
185
176
160

242
211
236
202

337
269
272
210

299
249
246
259

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

771

-

350,029

709

891

1088

1053

Higher performing students tended to write longer responses
and were more inclined to write negatively toned sentences. For
example, the average overall sentiment (computed as the difference
between the number of positive and negative statements) for students in the highest performing quartile, Q1, is -0.78 compared to
-0.25 for students in Q4. To better illustrate this, Figure 2 shows the

Proportion of quartile

0.3

0.2

Quartile
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4

0.1

0.0
−3
(or more negative)

−2

−1

0
Overall neutral

+1

+2

+3
(or more positive)

Overall Sentiment (Positive − Negative)

Figure 2: Overall sentiment of responses by quartile (number of positively toned minus number of negatively toned
statements). Each bar denotes proportion of students in
quartile giving a response with corresponding sentiment.

distribution of overall sentiment broken down by quartile (proportions are plotted, so for each quartile bar heights sum to 1). The
leftmost set of four bars represents the students with the most negative overall sentiment (-3 or more), and these students were much
more likely to perform well in the course (13% of Q1 are in this
group compared to less than 3% of Q4). To interpret this finding,
we consider that the ability to identify and verbalise difficulties
and anticipate future challenges demonstrates higher self-reflective
capability – metacognitive adaptation within the self-regulated
learning model of Winne & Hadwin [43] – and is thus a positive
predictor of future performance.
We find additional support for this interpretation as the highest
performing students tended to write more metacognitive statements
than the lowest performing students (299 statements for Q1 versus
259 for Q4; Table 2). However, the differences here are small, and it
must be noted that the automated metacognitive classification is
sensitive to the specific phrasing that students use.
In Section 4.1 we reported the main themes emerging from all
student reflections. We observe an interesting trend when additionally taking into account subsequent performance in the C module.
The second most frequent type of statement coded in our thematic
analysis (36%) involved students indicating that they found the transition straightforward, simple or ‘OK’ (or other synonymous terms).
The lower performing students in the course were much more likely
to have made such a statement. Across the four performance quartiles, decreasing in performance from Q1 to Q4, the proportion of
students who made a statement classified in this way was: 29%, 36%,
39%, 48%. This trend – a negative correlation between the perceived
ease of the transition and subsequent performance – appears to
mirror that seen in our automated sentiment analysis.
Finally, the representative quotes provided above fit well into
the model by Winne & Hadwin. Students answering the prompt
were specifically in the final metacognitive adaptation phase as

they reflected on their transition from MATLAB to C. We can see
examples of how their reflections fit into the COPES (Conditions,
Operations, Products, Evaluations, Standards) acronym, which describes the different facets of each metacognitive phase. Students
frequently mentioned the Conditions, which are both the reality of
each language (i.e. syntax, typing, etc.) and their own personal prior
experience with either language. Examples of Operations are found
in student reflection on error messages and their difficulty understanding them. The Products include the code students had written
to that point in either language, as well as information they’ve
learned and their own cognitive offloading of that information (i.e.
notes). Evaluations abound in the data as students compare their
Products to both their own personal Standards as well as the standard for each language. We believe our analysis provides support
for using a metacognitive model to understand language transition
and look to future work for further investigation.

4.3

Threats to validity

We presented challenges described by students when reflecting on
the very early stages of transitioning from MATLAB to C. We cannot
generalise these findings to transitions between other languages or
claim that reflections would be similar if collected at a later stage.
Indeed, we find that some of the stated difficulties (e.g., those related
to static typing) are specific to our context. Future work should
explore learner reflections of transitions in other contexts.
In this study we lacked demographic data for the students including potentially relevant background knowledge such as programming experience prior to enrolment in the course. We did, however,
observe that students seemed willing to share this information in
their statements. It also seems likely that very few of the students
had experience with C or any statically typed compiled language.
Only 2.5% of students mentioned prior experience with C++, and
in an earlier survey of incoming students to the university, roughly
2% indicated familiarity with C.

5

CONCLUSIONS

Students encounter several key challenges when transitioning from
one programming language to another. Traditionally, prior work
has analyzed program artifacts or used researcher-created instruments to understand these difficulties. In this paper, we asked students to reflect on the transition in their own words, collecting
statements from 771 students transitioning from MATLAB to C.
We found that adjusting to the syntax of the new language was the
most common challenge, and that students also struggled with the
transition to static type checking as well as finding errors and understanding cryptic error messages. Contrary to our expectations,
we found that students who used more negatively toned statements
in their reflections were more likely to perform well when using the
new language. This may be a consequence of lower performing students not recognising where they are struggling, or where they are
likely to struggle in the future, due to less well-developed metacognitive skills. As educators, we can help students transition to a new
language through syntax drilling activities, explicit highlighting of
the differences between languages, teaching error messages, and
utilizing reflective activities that strengthen metacognition.
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